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Abstract: One of the important tasks of managing eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
documents is to uniformly specify and securely maintain both target documents
and authorization policies. However‚ since existing techniques decouple access
authorization from query processing‚ the query processing time with access
control is not satisfactorily fast. The access control requires the overhead in
addition to the time required for query processing‚ and the powerful expression
of authorization policies makes it impossible to accelerate the determination of
access authorization. In this paper‚ we propose a bitmap-based access
authorization technique for both fast and secure services of XML documents.
The authorization policies are encoded into a bitmap index and further to be
coupled an index of XML documents. User access requests are encoded into
bitmap-masks. By applying bit-wise operations of a bitmap-mask to the
authorization bitmap index‚ authorization can be determined significantly fast.
The contribution of this paper includes 1) the dual goals achieved for fast and
secure accesses to XML document collections‚ and 2) early propagation of
subjects and objects in bitmap indexes.

Key words: High-speed access control‚ High-speed query processing‚ Bitmap-based
Approach

1. INTRODUCTION

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a de facto W3C standard for
repres enting and exchanging information on the Internet. In recent years‚
documents in widely varied areas are increasingly represented in XML [1]‚
and numerous query languages [6] (http://www.w3c.org) have been also
proposed. XML documents that contain security-sensitive information need
to require an authorization before being available for retrieval.

XML documents (objects) need to be available only for those user
credentials (subjects) if they are authorized according to the authorization
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policies (actions and permissions). The determination methods for users
access authorization can be represented as quadruple

The determination therefore is simply to match a bitmap mask
(representing a user’s request) with an authorization bitmap index
(representing authorization policies) to obtain the quadruple

The determination for access authorization is
conceptually simple‚ but it yet accelerates the query process time. Most
methods we know for access authorization are not satisfactorily fast. It is
partly because the access control requires the overhead in addition to the time
required for query processing‚ and partly because the powerful expression of
authorization policies makes it uneasy to make fast a determination. The
propagation of subjects and objects is naturally to be evaluated at run time of
authorization.

Consider the following examples that motivate our research.
Example 1.1: In database systems‚ an access authorization is first

checked‚ and followed by query processing. Assume that a user <u01>
requests to read the XML element What if the XML element is not
available in the database? Of course‚ in this case‚ no checking for access
authorization is necessary. Unless acquiring an authorization‚ the user cannot
know the absence of what is requested. However‚ if the database system put
access authorization together with query processing in one framework‚ this
problem can be avoided.

Example 1.2: Assume again that a user <u01> requests to read the XML
element and an authorization policy authorizes <r02>  to read If the
user with the role <r02> requests the first determination on authorization
is that <u01> cannot read the XML element However‚ if the authority of
<r02> is propagated to <u01> (or subject propagation)‚ and the access to
is propagated to (or object propagation)‚ then the determination becomes
positive. Notice there are two types of propagation: subject propagation and
object propagation. Such propagation‚ especially object propagation‚ is not
efficiently considered at the time of access authorization.

In this paper‚ we propose a bitmap-based authorization technique for
XML document access control. The authorization policies are encoded into
bitmap indexes. User access requests are encoded into bitmap-masks. By
applying bit-wise operations‚ authorization can be determined significantly
fast.

The contribution of this paper includes 1) the dual goals achieved for fast
and secure accesses to XML document collections‚ and 2) early propagation
of subjects and objects in bitmap indexes.

This remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
related literatures. Section 3 reviews the preliminaries regarding XML and
bitmap indexing techniques and the model of access control. Section 4
describes the technique of bitmap indexing. Early propagation of subjects
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and objects is discussed. Section 5 describes the access control method in
the authorization bitmap index using bit-wise operations. Section 6 describes
experimental evaluation. Finally‚ We conclude our work in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section‚ we describe bitmap indexing techniques and access control
techniques.

The collection of bitmaps in a bitmap index forms a 2-dimensional bit
matrix [5]. In this paper‚ we apply the bitmap indexing techniques to security
management. Bit-wise operations developed in the earlier work will also be
generalized to the multi-dimensional bit matrix context.

Several access control policies are devised for controlling access to
information and databases [8‚10]. Proposed are the closed policy and the
flexible open policy. When a system imposes a specific policy on users‚ the
users can work on the confines imposed by the policy [4]. Multiple access
control policies within a single system are enforced‚ derived‚ and resolved if
any conflicts [10]. Specification of negative authorizations can be stated for
accesses to be denied [3].

Numerous conflict resolution policies have been developed. Some of
those policies are denial-take-precedence [3]‚ most-specific-take precedence
[7]‚ most-specific policy together with the concept of strong and weak
authorizations [3]‚ and explicit-precedence policies [11].

3. PRELIMINARIES

In this section‚ we introduce XML documents briefly‚ and bitmap
indexing for XML documents.

Each document (d) in an XML document collection D is represented in
XML. So‚ d contains one or more words (w) that are associated with XML-
element paths (p). For example‚ consider Figure 3.1. The XML-element
path order/item/desc has a value food in the document‚ while order has
“International purchase” in it. An XML-element path is a sequence of XML
elements from the top to the node containing content using XPath [13]. A
collection of XML documents is a set of the triplets

Each such document can be encoded into a bitmap. A bitmap is
defined as a two-dimensional set of bits representing the existence of a pair
(p‚ w) in d. An example of XML documents is Figure 3.1.

In addition‚ one of XML documents we consider in this section is an
authorization policy. This paper does not aim to propose a new model for
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authorization policies‚ but employ the previous work by Damiani and et al
[8] to represent authorization policies uniformly together with XML
documents like order.xml. An authorization policy specifies the determination
of user accesses (subject) to XML documents (object). Objects are XML
documents. A credential of a subject is user id (uid) or role id (rid) accessed
through a specific ip address. An authorization policy is a specification that
permits positively (or grants) or negatively (or denies) an action of a subject
on an object. Objects (or XML documents) are hierarchically organized‚ and
broadly speaking they are widely distributed as stated by using XLink as
shown in Figure 3.1. Similarly‚ subjects (or users and ip addresses) are
hierarchically organized as shown in Figure 3.3‚ and somehow distributed.

Figure 3.1. Coder Example in XML

Figure 3.2 exemplifies an authorization policy file. Because of
hierarchical organization of subjects and objects‚ XML elements‚ subject and
object‚ specify the attribute propagation. There are three propagation direction:
1) no propagation‚ 2) downward propagation‚ and 3) upward propagation.
Possible propagation of subjects is stated as the partial ordering in Figure 3.3.
For example‚ the second authorization‚ a2‚ specifies a downward propagation
of subject‚ user of rid. The same authority for the subject user can be effective
for other users‚ u33‚ u15‚ u7‚ and u19‚ as shown in Figure 3.3. On the other
hand‚ the fifth authorization‚ a5‚ specifies an upward propagation of object‚
order/delivery. The same access effect on the XML path‚ order/delivery‚ can be
effective for its super element‚ order.
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Figure 3.2. XML Authorization Policies

The access control model adapted from [8] in this paper makes use of
authorization policies Having a request posed to XML
document the determination using the authorization policy is

if s’ and o’ are matched1 with s and o respectively‚ where m denotes
either grant or denial. If the permission is granted‚ the answer becomes

if o is matched with p. This paper describes the method of high-speed
determining an authorization for an access to XML documents. Generating
answers is not within the scope of this paper.

1 By match we mean they are the same‚ or one is contained in another‚ by propagation of
subject and object.
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Figure 3.3. Partial Ordering of Subjects

4. BITMAP INDEXING

In this section‚ we propose the bitmap indexing technique that can speed
up the determination process for access authorization and associate with
query processing. Authorization policies are first encoded into a bitmap
index. The bitmap index represents the existence of pairs (XML path‚ value)
that are specified in the authorization policy file in Figure3.2. Consider a
request posed to a collection of XML documents. A secured information
system should have the both capabilities of query processing and security
management. Depending upon equipping these capabilities‚ there may be
three broad approaches:

Decoupled authorization. Having the two capabilities separately‚ a naïve
approach is to obtain the determination from the security management by
matching with the request. Once matched‚ the request is performed by the
query processing and so applied to the XML document collection.

Tightly coupled authorization. The query processing and the security
management are coupled tightly together. Once one capability is performed‚
the other capability can be achieved with paying no extra effort. This
approach has drawbacks such as less flexibility in modification and
inefficiency in extendibility.

Pipelined authorization. Outcome of security management is pipelined
with query processing. Only appropriate documents authorized from the
security management are further processed for query processing. This paper
focuses on the pipelined but yet high-speed authorization.

The pipelined authorization is proposed to conduct the following steps: 1)
Parsing an authorization policy file‚ 2) Encoding the information about the
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authorization policies into bitmaps‚ 3) Encoding the XML path of an XML
document collection‚ 4) Early propagating both subjects and objects. What
follows in the subsections includes our proposed methods of encoding and
early propagation. We also assume that a collection of XML documents has
been encoded into BitCube [14]. Briefly speaking‚ similar to the construction
method of an authorization bitmap index‚ the BitCube is constructed for
XML documents‚ setting 1 ’s and 0’s in bitmaps.

4.1 Encoding into Bitmaps

The following files are encoded into bitmaps: Authorization policy file‚
XML document collection‚ and user requests. User requests are encoded into
bit-mask dynamically at run-time‚ while authorization policies and XML
documents are once encoded into bitmap indexes at compile-time.

An authorization policy describes who (subject) has an authority
(permission) of a specific action (action) on XML documents (objects).
Among many XML elements and attributes as shown in Figure 3.2‚
minimum but yet useful information is considered. Such information is
illustrated in Figure 4.1: (a) is a list of XML paths which is minimum but yet
useful from Figure 3.2‚ and (b) is a list of values that are associated with the
paths listed in (a). For example‚ the XML path‚ subject/uid has values‚
engineer‚ sales‚ u15‚ u19‚ u7‚ u21‚ and u33. Each pair (XML path‚ value)
indicates a position of the bits in the bitmap index. The pair (subject/uid‚
engineer) = [0‚2] indicates the first bit column of the bitmap index shown in
Figure 4. 1(c).

Similarly‚ a temporary XML bitmap index is created for the XML
document order.xml shown in Figure 3.1 together with other two documents‚
order2.xml and order3.xml. By “temporary” bitmap index‚ we mean that this
bitmap index is to be propagated to represent possible authorizations further.
Possible authorizations are derived from the attribute descriptions‚ e.g.‚
propagation attributes with values. The early propagation is discussed in the
next subsection. Figure 4.2 (a) is a list of XML paths‚ each of which is a
pointer to a bit column in the temporary XML bitmap index in (b).

4.2 Early Propagation

There are two early propagations considered in this section: 1) subject
early propagation and 2) object early propagation. The authority for a
specific object or subject can be propagated. The propagation of objects or
subjects is characterized by the direction of propagations‚ or by the rate of
propagations. The propagation attribute associated with subjects or objects can
have values of false (“F”)‚ upwards (“up”) or downwards (“down”)‚ each of
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which indicates the direction of propagation. In the following subsections‚
subject early propagation‚ object early propagation‚ and the degree of
propagations will be discussed.

Figure 4.1. Authorization Bitmap Index

4.2.1 Early Propagation of Subject

The value for the propagation attribute in Figure 3.2 indicates the
direction of propagation. The propagation is available along the partial
ordering hierarchy in Figure 3.3. For example‚ the subject element of the first
authorization policy has the propagation attribute value of “F‚” which means
no propagation is allowed. But‚ in the second authorization policy‚ the subject
element has the value “user” for the rid sub-element and the value “down” for
the propagation attribute. What it means to be is to propagate the authority of
rid user down to sub-subjects. The sub-subjects in the partial ordering
hierarchy of Figure 3.3 are comp_staff‚ u15‚ u19‚ u7‚ and u33. The authority of
user is propagated to comp_staff‚ u15‚ u19‚ u7‚ and u33‚ as well.

As the authorization policy file is parsed‚ this propagation information is
obtained and exploited to early propagate in the authorization bitmap index.
The initial bitmap index in Figure 4.1(c) is evolved to the bitmap index as
shown in Figure 4.3. The bits for subject are early propagated.
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Figure 4.2. A Temporary Bitmap Index for XML Documents

4.2.2 Early Propagation of Object

The authority on an object is propagated onto appropriate objects‚ but the
temporary bitmap of XML documents is exploited to early propagate objects.
The temporary bitmap index in Figure 4.2 represents the existence of pairs
(XML path‚ value) in each document‚ but does not make the authorities
“fully” available to any legal authorized users. Notice that the legally
authorized users are obtained by the early propagation of subjects. To
overcome this incomplete information‚ the early propagation of objects is
developed.

The authorization on XML documents is burgeoning to serve in high-
speed with secured XML documents. For example‚ an XML document in
Figure 3.1 is encoded in the temporary bitmap index as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3. Authorization Bitmap Index after Subject Early Propagation
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This temporary bitmap index is then propagated downward or upward
according to the authorization policy. The authorization policy bitmap index
is burgeoning into Figure 4.4. In the authorization bitmap on top of the
figure‚ the first two rows in the bitmap index are pipelined with the
temporary bitmap indexes on the bottom (thru the labels c1 and c2 ). Only the
limited information but the one actually requested is available. For example‚
if the document order.xml is requested‚ only the bits‚ 1‚ 6‚ and 17‚ i.e.‚ the
content of order/item[1]‚ order/item[2]‚ and order/delivery are provided. However‚
by the third authorization policy‚ although order.xml/order is requested‚
because the propagation is allowed‚ the authority on that object can be
propagated downward to all of its sub-elements. The third authorization‚
authorization3 is pipelined with the temporary bitmap index through the label
c3. If order.xml/order is requested‚ then not only the content requested but also
all propagated contents‚ order/item[1]/color‚ order/nego/offer[2]/price‚
order/nego/offer[2]/term[1]‚ and order/nego/offer[2]/term[2] become available.

Figure 4.4. Burgeoning Example of Authorization Policy Bitmap Index
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5. ACCESS CONTROL IN AUTHORIZATION
BITMAP INDEX

One of the advantages exploiting a bitmap index is the significant
improvement in operation evaluation and query processing. We consider bit-
wise operations for a bitmap index. Bit-wise operations are AND‚ OR ‚ and
XOR. Consider a user request. A user request is encoded into a bitmap mask‚
q‚ using the same XML paths and values as the way encoding XML
documents and authorization policies. Also‚ consider the burgeoned
Authorization Policy Bitmap Index‚ in short. Broadly speaking‚ the naïve
approach for access control is as follows:

The bitmap mask is AND -ed with the authorization policy bitmap index. If
the outcome is the same as the original bitmap mask‚ then the subject
becomes authorized to access.

The bitmap mask is XOR-ed with each document in the BitCube. If the
size of the outcome is 0‚ then the object can be accessible.

Having bit-wise operations with the Authorization Policy Bitmap Index‚
we discuss a pipelined processing for secure access control and for query
answering. The burgeoned Authorization Policy Bitmap Index represents
authorization policies together with corresponding document indexes‚ but not
all the bits in the Authorization Policy Bitmap Index should be equally
treated. The following subjection describes how differently to treat the bits.

5.1 Evaluation Scheme of Authorization Policy Bitmap
Index

Consider Figure 5.1‚ which is simplified version of a burgeoned
Authorization Policy Bitmap Index‚ There are six groups of bits‚ the bits
for pid‚ uid‚ rid‚ action‚ permission‚ and object‚ and those bits are further
grouped into five bit-regions‚ the region for (a)‚ (b)‚ (c)‚ (d) and (e). Those
six bit groups are classified based on the specification of authorization
policies‚ while those five bit-regions are classified based on the evaluation of
XML elements in authorization policies.

The bit-region (a) in Figure 5.1 is to check the general information about
authorization policy‚ which can be used for conflict resolution‚ identification
of policies‚ or query types. The evaluation of this region is an exact match
based on the XOR operation: where denotes the number of
1’s in x.

The bit-region (b) in the figure is to check if a user is matched any one in
uid or rid for its credential. That is‚ a query bitmap mask q is contained in the
Authorization Policy Bitmap Index This containment is performed based
on the AND operation: Similarly‚ the bit-regions (c) and (e)
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can be performed. However‚ theses are evaluated separately and all
evaluations should be satisfied before pipelining further.

Figure 5.1. Bit-Region-based Evaluation

The bit-region (d) in the figure is to check the conditional determination
of permission. Recall that permission is either granted or denied‚ and it can
be conditionally by stating “excluded_by‚” e.g.‚ ip address. For example‚ in the
authorization a4 in Figure 3.3‚ from any ip address unless otherwise a
credential user can access an object. If the bit for the excluded_by attribute is
set to 1‚ then the rest bits of this region is evaluated by the XOR operation:

If not‚ it is evaluated by the AND operation:
The outcome of the evaluation of the bit-region (b)‚ (c) and (e) is

pipelined with the evaluation of the bit-region (d). If finally the bit-region (d)
is successfully evaluated‚ then the BitCube is accessed to further comparison
such as selection condition (q2 in Figure 5.2).

Example 5.1: As an example‚ consider three requests in Figure 5.2. The
request q1 is encoded into the bitmap mask: 00001000000&10&1000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‚ where & denotes the delimiter between the bit-
group (b)‚ (c) and (e). Of course‚ the bit-group (d) is not given by a request‚
but will be determined by an authorization. This mask is contained in the
authorization2 of the Authorization Policy Bitmap Index in Figure 4.4. Thru
the label c2‚ the outcome is pipelined to the burgeoned Index in Figure 4.4.
However‚ none of these two authorization policies contain 10000000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‚ meaning that the first bit for object /order is not available in
any XML files labeled by c2. Therefore‚ nothing is returned. Although the
request is allowed‚ no matches are returned.

Example 5.2: Consider the second request q2. The bitmap mask of q2 is
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 & 0 1 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . T h e
authorization2 and authorization6 contain the user credential because both
authorizations authorize for the write action. However‚ the evaluation of the
bit-group (e) returns the objects of all three files. In those files‚ object
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requested is further evaluated for the comparison‚ say check for the word
“Valid term‚” will be done in the BitCube.

Example 5.3: Again‚ in Figure 5.2‚ consider the request q3. Its bitmap
mask is: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 & 0 1 & 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0. The
credential of u7 is contained in the authorization2‚ authorization4‚ and
authorization6. In this case‚ order.xml‚ order2.xml and order3.xml are
partially accessed‚ but authorization4 allows more information than the other
two. If there exists any type of conflicts‚ conflict resolutions should be
considered. The conflict resolution is not within the scope of this paper
either.

Figure 5.2. Example of Requests

6. CONCLUSION

We proposed in this paper a new technique for secure but fast
authorization for accesses to XML document collections. The techniques for
encoding both authorization policies and XML documents‚ and pipelining
them together in a bitmap index have been developed. The contribution of
this paper includes 1) the dual goals achieved for fast and secure
authorizations for accesses to XML document collections‚ and 2) early
propagation of subjects and objects in bitmap indexes.

Our work can be applied to variously wide areas of information
management. Pipelining manipulation of two semantically different
information sources is possible. Bit-wise operations on bitmap indexes are
useful to improve the evaluation of information processing.

Some of our future work includes 1) conflict resolution that can be
performed in a bitmap index‚ and 2) incremental indexing that can be
adaptive and scalable to the additions and deletions of XML documents.
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